108 "^ we ^a^? we c^e ma^nS the attempt, and only
a tradition of our group remains. We have no other
hope. We must succeed."
The small balance in their treasury was divided
among the men, Pilsudski took not a kopeck. They re-
ceived pistols and ammunition, parcels of food and
cognac. They were to start earlier than before.
The next afternoon the men going on foot, taking
different roads, met at a lake; there they rested, ate,
smoked innumerable cigarettes, and at dusk went on
their way. The men in the cart had one misadventure
—in the darkness the cart turned over and all their
tools and the bombs fell out. Risky or not, they had
to use their flashlights to collect and store them away.
But on schedule time they were all on hand and ready.
No hesitation, no fear, only keep cool and obey orders.
Three men went to the station. One looked for the
gendarme, one leaned against the door as if asleep, the
third at another door was apparently drunk. Every-
thing was quiet. Two men walked up and down the
platform. A young Jewish woman came in and one of
them began a flirtation with her. His colleague watched
that bit of play, not in their plans, but never mind.
Pilsudski and two men came from the forest, carry-
ing acetylene lamps and some explosives which they
placed at the spot where the postal van would be when
the train stopped. Four men had entered the train at
Wilno, taking places some in the second class, some
in the third, to learn what soldiers and officers were
aboard. The train was slowing down for Bezdany when
the action of the raid began. Next to the postal van was
the escorts7 car, with several soldiers on the platform
and others looking out of the windows.
Two men ran along by the postal van, striking at the
window, and when it broke pushing a bomb through—
pushing, not throwing, lest it explode too soon. A
terrific roar, so that some of the conspirators were

